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TOP PERFORMERS

NAME SCHOOL STATE CLASS POS HT WT NOTES

D.J. Johnson North Central HS IN 2018 CB 6'1 165
Earned an invitation to the US Army National Combine. He was the top DB among a strong 

group of DB prospects at the camp. He has long arms and is very athletic. He excelled in press 
coverage. He is a physical player and has excellent make-up speed.

Aaron Baudaux Pendleton Heights HS IN 2017 OT 6'5 270
Earned the HS Leadership Award. The top overall OL prosepect at the camp. He was 

extremely consistent with his footwork, hand placement and overall technique. Big kid who 
showed above average flexibility. 

Jalen Peterson Avon HS IN 2019 CB 5'10 160
Impressive young DB prospect who was definitely one of the top playmakers of the camp. He 
was a very fluid young athlete with great loose hips and tremendous feet. He showed great 

quickness and ball skills in coverage drills and 7v7. He has a lot of natural feel for the position. 

Sir'Zion Dance Ben Davis HS IN 2018 OLB 6'0 207

Earned invitation of the US Army National Combine. He was the top LB at the camp. He has 
top-notch quickness and an abiltiy to react and get to the ball in a hurry. He was very instinctive 

and hard-nosed player who showed intensity throughout camp. He was athletic enough to 
cover in space with his compact build and is extremely well put together. 

Elijah Ball Ben Davis HS IN 2018 S 6'1 190
High-caliber athlete who improved greatly as the camp went on. He was easily one of the best 

athletes on the field during routes and 7v7 portions of the camp. He made some big plays in the 
last couple of sessions. 

Dane Middlebrook Brownsburg HS IN 2020 DT 6'1 303 Strong and athletic two-gap DT prospect who has a lot of potential. He flashed the ability to be 
dominant at camp.He has a chance to be a force with continued dedication in the weight room.  

Walter Haire North Central HS IN 2017 LB 6'3 240
Earned the Gatorade "G" Award for the High School Division at the camp. He is very muscular 

and lean. He fared pretty well catching passes and also in blocking drills because he's an 
outstanding athlete. Hard working and coachable kid with a yes sir-no-sir attitude. 

Benjamin Scott Valparaiso HS IN 2020 OT 6'4 280

Wide-bodied and powerful O-lineman prospect. He was one of the top O-linemen at the camp 
despite being only an 8th grader working with the high school players. Has good agility and can 

move his feet very well for a big, young kid. As he continues to get stronger and improve his 
body conditioning, has a chance to be a very high-caliber prospect. 

John Downing South Oldham HS KY 2020 WR 5'10 155
Earned the Youth Gatorade "G" Award. He is a natural athlete who makes the game look 

easier than it is. He made a number of great catches in 7v7 drills. Quiet and confident player 
with good hands and a smooth run. 

Cameron Elmore Indian Creek HS IN 2020 DT 6'3 265

A very strong and well-developed freshman to-be, who has size and strength well beyond his 
years. He flashed real potential throughout the camp. As a 2020 grad working with a good 

group of HS players, his performance was  impressive. He showed a good attitude and 
willingness to take coaching. Has a chance to be a big-time player in the future. 

Richie Hagarty Cathedral HS IN 2019 LB 6'1 195
Very projectable LB prospect who was very consistent and impressive throughout the camp. He 
plays with a lot of savvy and with a great understanding of the position. He has a big frame that 

could support his getting bigger and stronger without a big loss of quickness. 

Larry Tracy Decatur Central HS IN 2019 S 5'11 170
This kid is an up and coming player who was among the top four DB among a strong position 

group at the camp. He does a really good job reading the QB and making players over the top. 
he is a great leaper, has good ball skills and is a well-built and flexible athlete. 

Payton Ledbetter Freeburg HS IL 2018 DE 6'3 225

Among a good group of D-linemen at the camp, he showed the best first step. He has a good 
frame to continue to get bigger and stronger. Right now he is still fairly lean but has a broad 
frame and is a good athlete. He does a good job keeping his pad level down and using his 

hands. 

Carter Herrin South Vigo HS IN 2018 TE 6'5 220

Young player with a tremendous frame. Showed good pass-catching ability and adequate 
quickness for a TE in 7v7 drills. Might lack the explosiveness and tremendous flexiblity to be a 
big-time skill player, but could have a bright future as an in-line blocker or with a possible move 

to OT. 

Brandon Schoeneman Adams Central HS IN 2017 DT 6'2 285

Big, strong interior D-lineman who built upon the excellent FBU Camp he had last summer. He 
plays with excellent leverage and power, hand placement and overall technique are a strength. 
He is very coachable and a hard worker who does his job without a lot of fanfare A consistent, 

dependable, lunch pail type of defensive lineman who also might have a good shot moving over 
to offensive as an OG. 

Joey Person Ben Davis HS IN 2018 RB 5'9 165
Compact RB prospect who emerged as the top RB at the camp. His best attribute is his 

quickness and balance. He showed flashes of explosiveness and displayed above average 
hands. He has good feet and open-field ability. 

Elijah Bailey North Central HS IN 2017 OG 6'3 240
He is a developing player with the ability to add some weight without losing his quickness. On 

the raw side, he has a chance to develop into a scholarship player with continued improvement 
of technique. 

Braden Posey Fort Thomas Highlands HS KY 2018 WR 5'9 150

A fesity young WR who did not back down from anything during the camp. He made play after 
play against bigger DBs. He fought and competed for every ball, and showed good quickness 

and excellent speed. He had great hands and concentration. He is a natural football player and 
athlete who plays with heart. 

Carter Robinson Appleton North HS WI 2019 QB 5'11 165

He was considered by most to have had the best camp among all the QBs. He showed a very 
polished skill set in his drops and throwing mechanics. He was very precise and smooth in his 

throws and did a good job reading coverages and did not force many throws. He is a good 
enough athlete to make plays out of the pocket when needed. He throws a really nice ball that 

is catchable and on target. He is a very smart player who has been well-coached and 
understands the position. 
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